
 Teachings of Motoori Norinaga 

When trying to achieve one’s ideals, it’s important to have 
a strong will, develop your own individuality and ability, 
stick firmly to learning, think for yourself, and take actions 
based on your own judgements.  
 

→ The ability to make decisions independently 

 

As a foundation for one’s thoughts, it is important to 
be considerate and understanding of others, convey 
your own thoughts in an easy to understand manner, 
and broaden and deepen your own thinking. 
 → The ability to cooperate with various types of people 
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It’s important to find new ideas and values through creating one’s own questions, using what 
one has learned, and taking actions based on one’s own judgements. 
 

The ability to create new values ・ The ability to discover and solve new problems 

その奥
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（It’s important to set high goals from the start, and have a firm 

resolution to not give up until they are achieved.） 
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」 
（Comprehending the true essence of anything starts from knowing the 

happenings of the world and understanding the hearts of others.） 

To achieve our hopes and dreams 
 

【Study Independently】 

We will study according to the schedule we set for ourselves    

 

     【Establish Daily Habits】 
We will dedicate 3 times of day to sleep, study, and read, as well as time for extra 
activities (watching TV or playing games on our smart phones) 

 

    【Improve Explanation Skills】 

We will convey and revise our ideas based on what we learned fron nature, books, 
and people. 

【Deepen Our Understanding】 

We learn from people, books nature, at others, to broaden our thoughts.    

【Use What we Have Learned】 

We will use what we have learned in our daily lives and other learning to make 

our lives more enjoyable. 
 

 

 5 Challenges 

 



 

To all children 
There is much to be learned in order for us to fulfill our dreams and hopes in the way of life of a great man who has devoted himself to 

the development of Matsusaka City. Learn from the teachings of Motoori Norinaga, a great senior in his hometown, and in order to realize 
his potential and fulfill his dreams and hopes, he never gives up in every aspect of school life, family life, etc. Please acquire "the power to 
develop". There are many people around you who will support the challenges. Have dreams and hopes, think for yourself, decide and act, 
and create a creative future that makes everyone happy with your friends. 

【To children】 

Read the QR code on your tablet and try to reach 

your dreams!！Let's tackle the challenge that you 

thought!！ 

【[To local and parents]】 

Please use it as a reference for supporting children's 

challenges. 

 

 

Regioｎ Home 

School 

To parents・ local residents, and teachers 
The voices and involvement of the adults around us play a major role in increasing children's motivation to take on 

challenges。。The following are initiatives that support children's challenges with the power of words. Please circle 
the items you want to cherish or write them in the frame below to work on them. 

〇Making time to talk with family 

〇 Creating habits for home study and 

reading     

〇 Creating lessons where you can feel the 

significance of learning 

〇 Creating safe and secure classes and schools    
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・In 3 hours 

・How to use tablet 

・Smartphone rule 

 

・_The area is a 

learning place 

・Five challenges of 

「Home reading」 

・Public library 

・Home study guide 

・One week to create by  

yourself 

・Learn with a tablet 

・A learning site where 

you can enjoy learning 

・Let’s back「my Day」 

・Try ！bibliobatttle 

 

・Excited「comprehensive Learning」 

・「Power to open up the future」

Efforts of model Schools 

・What is school support volunteer. 

Children will learn and grow richly through various experiences and relationships with 
people. 
Schools, homes, and communities cooperate and collaborate to recognize and praise 
children so that they can learn by themselves. 
Let's try to create an environment that encourages and grows.  Year 2021 
Matsusaka City Academic Achievement Promotion Council。            

Areas that support academic ability, families  
that nurture, schools that grow 

Matsusaka City Class Management Meister Shozo Kikuchi From "51 points you can do at home to raise children with 
good communication skills」 (Nakamurado) 

 

１ Raise a child you can talk to 

２ Let's be conscious of talking concretely 

３ Let's increase "Thank you" 

４ Let's make time to communicate  happy word and  sad word" 

５ Let's make a warm relationship with "Shower of compliments" 

 

GＯ    Day Challenge 
 

Motoori Norinaga's teaching: Choose one from five challenges 
and focus on one month。The 5th of every month is the day when 
you look back on the challenges you have decided and start new 
challenges. Talk about your growth with your family, friends and 
teachers! 

ゴー 
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The power of words ～Admit, praise, encourage,expand, 

  

 

 

 

 

Let's make a 「shower 
of compliments 」 
every Friday to find 
good points and 
communicate with 
each other. 

〇 Creating a sustainable society  

〇 Creating collaboration between 

preschool and different school types 

Challenge together 

ＱＲコードは（株）デンソーウェーブの登録商標です 


